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1 Introduction

The problem of stability verification for discrete–time non-

linear systems via Lyapunov functions is considered. De-

pending on the system dynamics, the candidate Lyapunov

function and the set of initial states of interest, one gener-

ally needs to handle large, possibly non–feasible optimiza-

tion problems. To avoid such problems, we put forward a

constructive sampling–based approach to stability analysis.

The proposed approach verifies the decrease condition for

a candidate Lyapunov function on a finite sampling of a

bounded set of initial conditions and then it extends the

validity of the Lyapunov function to an infinite set of ini-

tial conditions by exploiting continuity properties. This re-

sult involves no apriori analytic description of the continu-

ity property and it is based on multi–resolution sampling,

to perform efficient state–space exploration. Moreover, the

stability verification is decentralized in the sampling points,

which makes the method scalable to any degree.

2 Main result

Verification of an inequality of the type F (x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈
S , where F : Rn → R and S ⊂ R

n is a set, can be posed [1]

as the verification of the inequality F (xδ) ≤ −σ(δ) in all

the sampling points xδ generated using δ–sampling for the

set S , where σ is the continuity function of the nonlinear

function F .

Here, the following improvements are proposed. Firstly, the

σ function is computed automatically, and not analytically,

for every sampling point as follows: linearize the system

in every sampling point xs and compute a σ in the form

of a Lipschitz constant for every sampling box and account

for the linearization error to maintain formal guarantees.

Secondly, allow for multi–resolution state–space sampling

to avoid unnecessary verification in regions where a very

coarse sampling suffices, thus improving scalability.

Consider the discrete–time autonomous nonlinear system

xk+1 = G(xk), k ∈ Z+, (1)

where xk ∈ S is the state, S is a compact set with 0 ∈
int(S), and G : R

n → R
n is a nonlinear function. The

problem of verifying KL–stability of system (1) on a com-

pact set S , can be posed via Finite–Step Lyapunov functions

(FSLFs). For a fixed candidate FSLF V , which is continu-

ous, two times differentiable (e.g., a quadratic function), the

property function to be verified is:

F (x) = V (GM (x))− ρ (V (x)) , ∀x ∈ S, (2)

with σ ∈ K and σ < id.

By applying this approach to compute the DOA of origin

for the 2D example in [2], we obtain the result in Figure 1,

which is larger than the one reported in [2].

Figure 1: DOA for the origin of a 2D system (green).
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